Erratum corrigendum


There are two typos in this paper. First, equation 2 at the bottom of page 549 has been misprinted. The left-hand side
\[
d\left(\frac{\Delta h_t}{g_t}\right)
\]

is a mistake. The whole equation should read as follows:
\[
\Delta h_t = b_0 + b_1 \cdot \ln x_t + b_2 \cdot g_t + b_3 \cdot \ln x_t \cdot g_t + \varepsilon_t.
\]

In table 3, page 553, in the right panel (labeled “Dependent variable: annual rate of decline of mortality 35-54”) the first row ($\beta_0$ estimates) in the section for the sample 1951-1998 is misplaced. The five numbers reading “–0.23 –0.21 –0.13 –0.15 –0.11” should be moved one position to the right, and the entry in that row under the lag 0 heading (where it now reads “–0.23”) should be “–0.26†.”